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ADB Way
Each teacher will receive a roll of tickets at the beginning of the year.
If more tickets are needed, please see Kim in the office.
Tickets will be given out to students who are following the ADB Way
expectations. Tickets need to be rewarded for the previous and current
lessons taught. Teachers will thank students for the act they are being
given the ticket for. For example, “Thank you for walking on the
blacktop”, “Thank you for traveling the right way on the monkey bars.”
Students will be responsible for writing their name and room number on
the ticket and placing it in the designated envelope located in the
classroom. The envelope is labeled “The ADB Way”
Teachers are responsible for making sure all tickets have been placed in
the envelope prior to Morning Message.
Weekly Prizes
Teachers will bring envelopes to the designated grade level Morning
Message. Two tickets per class will be drawn by Mrs. Codiga/Mrs. Joe.
In the event neither are there, the teacher will draw the tickets. Please
note that the tickets drawn are the winners, whether or not they have
won before. Recognition/prizes for this drawing will be at Morning
Message. Remaining tickets will be saved for drawings at Wonder Wolf
assemblies for a prize from the prize box or the prize menu. A quarterly
drawing at Wonder Wolf Assemblies will be for a larger prize. (gift card
from McDonald’s, Baskin Robbins, etc)These will be divided by grade level
for 1-5 and by class for TK/K. TK/K will only use tickets for all drawings,
including the drawing for the lunches during Wonder Wolf assembly
weeks. Drawings for TK/K will be done the week of the Morning Messages
and the day of a Wonder Wolf assembly.
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Wonder Wolves
Wonder Wolves will be given to students who demonstrate a character
trait that goes above and beyond expectations. They are not given for
following the rules. The reason for student receiving the Wonder Wolf is
to be written on the WW. (Short and brief) This will be shared at the
assembly.
The students are responsible for putting their name and room numbers on
the Wonder Wolf and placing it in a special Wonder Wolf
bag/box/basket.
The teachers are responsible for making sure all Wonder Wolves are
placed in the special Wonder Wolf bag/box/basket and brought to the
Wonder Wolf Assemblies.
Mrs. Codiga/Mrs. Joe/Teacher will draw two Wonder Wolves per class at
the assembly. Please note that the Wonder Wolves drawn are the
winners, whether or not they have won before. Winners will receive a
special Character Counts prize and recognition at the assembly.

VIP Lunch
 nce a month, 2 extra tickets will be drawn per class. The winner
O
from each class (and one guest) will dine at the special VIP
table at a date to be determined, usually the next week.
TK/K will only have 2 tickets drawn per class and will not invite a guest.
VIP students will receive recognition during the special, themed lunch.
Students will bring their own lunches or school lunch, but will receive a
small treat or snack. Pictures will be taken and placed on a special
bulletin board.

Staff Recognition
Staff can give/receive PAWS for good deeds/helping others/etc. The
PAWS will be placed on the recognition board in the staff room. Staff
recognition occurs at Monday staff meetings.

